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T O L L - F R E E :  
1 . 8 8 8 . 9 4 . A T T I C January Sampler of  the Month from  Dutch Treat Designs

For many months  now I’ve been wanting  to 
feature a Bristol orphanage sampler as  our 
Sampler of the Month. For years,  perhaps 
decades, I have found the George Müller story 
and the thousands  of orphans  he housed,  fed, 
clothed, and educated most compelling, 
particularly in light of the charming samplers that 
were stitched in the Orphan Homes.  Most have 
similar formats, shared alphabets and motifs, 
stitched when the girls were 15 - 16 years of  age.   
 In addition to our “Emma,” there are other 
Bristol samplers from reproductionists  familiar to 
all of you, The Scarlet Letter, The Essamplaire, Gigi 
and others,  and in a future January newsletter we 
will feature others that are also available. 
 For the reproduction of her “Emma,”  
Claudia has  included copies of Emma’s  original 
records from the Müller New Orphan Homes, 
information on Emma’s  ancestry, and the 
fascinating story of the Müller New Orphan 
Homes  of Bristol, England.  For all of you who 
find the historical backdrop for the samplers  as 
compelling  as the needlework, you will want to 
have this chart in your collection.
	 For any of you regis tered for our 
Symposium,  this  chart will be included in your 
packet from Claudia.

“Emma Sandford 1867”

Linen & Silk Choices:  When ordering this month’s SOM, please remember to tell us your choices:
* Linen - Lakeside in various  counts,  including 50c unevenweave (V. Examplar or V. Lt. Examplar) & 

evenweave (V. Maritime White) or 50c Legacy in Sesame Seed (cream)
* Silk - Gloriana’s  Tudor silk (recommended for 50c)  in Cranberry,  or your favorite red;  Gloriana’s  12-ply 

in Cranberry or your favorite red;  Au Ver A’Soie reds  1026, 2925 or 4624;  NPI 226 ~ we’ve ordered 
hanks (~40 yards) in several of  these colors (See photo, page 2)

The original sampler

During January save 15% when 
you purchase a minimum of 2 
from the following choices:
* chart $24
* Lakeside linen,  i.e., w/2” margins: 

50c Legacy unevenweave or 
evenweave = $19;  40c = $28; 
36c = $37

* Silks, cost depends on your 
choice (See options on the left)

My reproduction on 50c Lakeside unevenweave with Gloriana’s Tudor
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Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast cancer 
research) by buying a copy(s)  of the Recipes for a Cure 
cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more) with fabulous  time-
tested recipes as well as complimentary designs from 11 designers. 

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.

January As an Attic Addict, save 15%  on the 
following during January:
* Sampler Charts & Kits
* Hand-dyed Linen
* Silk Threads

Saturday, January 4, 10:30-12:30, Beginning Linen 
This class is appropriate for both beginning stitchers and 
anyone wishing to refine their skills. The class project is 
Linda/Needlemade Designs’s  Tulip needlebook design, 
and the $30 fee includes her expert instruction + materials.

Friday, January 17, 1  - 4 PM, Paint the Box This 
class setting is  at the request of someone attending our 
Sampler Symposium. Linda will teach you to  finish 
your ‘storage’ book box for the series’  ornament 
collection.  Your box will be painted for you before 
class to allow time for “trimming” the box with the 
gold paint and lining  it.  All finishing materials are 
included, unless you wish to bring  your own lining 

paper (2 12x12 scrapbook pages) Fee:  $30

Saturday, January  25 & ??, 2 - 4 ~ Learn the basics 
of this beautiful Norwegian embroidery while creating  a 
lovely sachet from Janice Love’s Basics & Beyond.  The 
$15 book will be the class text,  with its excellent 
instructions  as well as  the class  project.  Students receive 
a 10%  discount on the book + supplies  purchased for 

the class, including scissors.  Class 2 date determined at Class 1.  Fee:  $30

Sunday, January 26, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ With our 
Sampler Symposium on our usual third Sunday of the month,  this 
time it’s  the fourth Sunday that we are gathering  for this favorite time 
for sampler sharing. Refreshments served.  Please register.  Fee $10  

Saturday, February  8, 1 - 4, Reversible Cross Stitch ~ 
In this  three-hour class you will learn four reversible cross-stitch 
methods: the marking stitch,  the Italian reversible, and two 
other methods. You can do this  on either linen,  evenweave, or 
aida; give us your choice when you register.   Fee $25

February

Saturday, February 8, Our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy. 
This is your opportunity to save 20%  on your custom framing order, 
including frame, mat,  and fillets, when you let  Sandy use her 
expertise in selecting the perfect frame to enhance your needlework. 
Give her your budget,  your likes  and dislikes  (“I don’t like gilded, but 
I love primitive”), make a $20 deposit,  and she will do the rest. The 
discount does  not apply to the framing labor charge nor to 
readymade frames. All orders  will be processed in the order received, 
and orders  with deadlines  are ineligible for the FF discount. 
Additionally, you should know that any non-FF incoming orders  will 
receive preference in the order of completion, which makes  it 
difficult to give a time estimate, but to save the 20% it is  important 
that you understand the order of  completion.

2014 Nashville Market Day, Saturday, February  22 A special 
day to shop,  shop,  shop for all of the latest and greatest in our 
industry.  Doors  open at 9 AM for our Attic Addict members and at 
10 AM for the general public.

Thursday, Feb 27 thru Sunday, March 2 Junipine Retreat This 
annual Attic event is  always  sold out, with previous  year’s  attendees 
given priority,  limited by the size of the facilities. Waiting list 
available.  $300 fee includes 2-bedroom creekhouse (shared with 3 
others) for 3 nights + opening reception + door prizes.

March

 Saturday, April 19 ~ Finishing Class for Make-
Do Scissors Case (2013 Attic Soirée project) 
More details to follow in a future newsletter ~ just 
wanted you to have time to complete your embroidery. 

April

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops 
Times, Dates & Projects to be announced!November

Fri, August 1 ~ Sun, August 3, Our Summer SoiréeAugust
Left, a bouquet of silk hanks, 
even more precious, Linda says, 
than a dozen roses!  These are 
ready for you and your Emma!

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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It is my privilege to present our faculty and program schedule for our January 2014 Sampler Symposium at Mesa’s Hyatt Place, beginning at 5 PM Friday, 
January 17, through Sunday, January 19, with an optional add-on class on Monday, January 20, with Amy Mitten.  
Our faculty:
* Dr. Maureen Daly Goggin, Professor of Rhetoric and Chair of the Department of English at Arizona State University,  Tempe,  co-editor of the book 

Women and the Material Culture of Needlework and Textiles, 1750–1950  and author of “One English Woman’s  Story in Silken Ink:  Filling in the Missing 
Strands in Elizabeth Parker’s  Circa 1830 Sampler”  published in Sampler & Antique Needlework Quarterly’s  Winter 2003 issue ~ read more about Elizabeth 
Parker’s Sampler on Victoria and Albert Museum’s Website.  

* Vickie & Maegan Jennett, reproductionists and designers known to all of  you as NeedleWorkPress
* Claudia Dutcher, needlework designer (Dutch Treat Designs), historian, reproductionist, and collector of  perforated paper samplers and Bristol samplers
* Gloria Moore, reproductionist and designer publishing as Milady’s Needle
* Amy Mitten of  Amy Mitten Designs ~ visit her Website here

Friday night, January 17:
  * 5 p.m. Light supper in the hotel’s Coffee Shop/Café  
  * 6 - 6:45 Dr. Goggin’s  lecture on Elizabeth Parker’s  poignant sampler that records  her life’s  story in 
stitches  

*7 - 9 Maegan & Vickie Jennett/NeedleWorkPress will guide you in making A Personal Porcelain 
Pincushion with fabric printed in the letter of  your choice. 

Saturday morning, January 18:
  * 9 - 10:00  Dr. Goggin’s lecture,  Embroidering  (for)  Peace: A Memorial Sampler for Every  Victim in the Mexican 
War on Drugs
  * 11:00 - 12:00 Claudia Dutcher’s  lecture on Bristol samplers and a brief history of George Müller,  
his  orphan homes, and the stunning  needlework that emanated from the orphanages.  Workshop participants 
will receive the chart for the Emma Sandford sampler as part of  your workshop fee.
Saturday & Sunday, January 18 & 19:
  * 1:00 - 4:00 Amy Mitten’s  Secrets of a Queen - Of the Second Part Mystery  Story and Sampler, a 17th 
century-style needlework sampler with a mystery story. Each chapter of the story coincides  with the historically 
symbolic motifs of the sampler. Clues,  hidden within both the sampler and the story,  will be revealed during the 
workshop in order to discover the solution to the mystery.  Mary spent a mere seven years as  Queen ruling 
Scotland and almost half of her life as  a prisoner in English Castles. Amy will include a slide presentation for 
Part 1, giving a quick history of Mary’s  early years  when she was imprisoned by her own people in Scotland.  
Her story continues  after ‘Secrets  of a Queen - Of the First Part’ with a second needlework project  in this 
workshop.  Was Mary the romantic author of the Casket Letters? Was  Mary's goal to arrange the assassination 
of Elizabeth I and in turn role England? Was  Mary a martyr to  her religion? Were there secret messages  in her 
needlework? Was  Mary's  tragic life the result of her own ambitions, bad luck or bad advice from others  with 
their own aspirations? So many unanswered questions  went with her as  she climbed the stairs  to the platform 
where she was  executed for treason in 1587.  The workshop includes a sampler,  finished size 9”  x 11 1/4”,  on 
32c linen, and will also include an autopsy of  several types of  sampler stitches.  
 Some have asked why Part 2 before Part 1?  Both parts  truly stand alone.  Part 2  tells the more well known 
story of Mary held captive in England by her cousin Queen Elizabeth I,  but you will learn the details  of Mary’s 
earlier life as well.
Saturday evening, January 18, 5 - 8 p.m. ~ Reception at the shop
Sunday, January 19, 9:00 - 11:00 Private in-home tour of the wonderful sampler collection of Gloria 
Moore/Milady’s Needle, Goodyear, Arizona

The Attic’s January 2014 Sampler Symposium

As of this  writing,  there is  one spot still open for this  special event.  The $495 fee includes  all kits  fees, handouts, a Friday night light supper, and 
breakfast, lunch, & breaks on Saturday and Sunday, as well as  a Saturday night reception at the shop.  Registration is limited due to the size of the 
room.  You may phone the shop on our toll-free number to  register and provide payment information.  The event will again be held at  Hyatt Place 
Mesa,  where they have available an Attic Needlework room block at $124/night for King and $129/night for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their 
Website. Free shuttle service to the shop is provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is optional.

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/s/sampler/
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/s/sampler/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://www.amymitten.com
http://www.amymitten.com
http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html
http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html
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Below, Amy Mitten’s  “Secrets  of a Queen of the First Part” ~ the 
kit ($165) will be available to workshop participants for purchase.  

Below left, Amy Mitten’s “Secrets of  a Queen of  the Second Part”

Enlargements of  the Weekend Projects

Some of you have asked about the specialty stitches  in this  project.  
Here’s  what Amy says:  Secrets of a Queen - Part Two stitches 
include Cross, Double Running, Tent stitch, Cross over one, Montenegrin Stitch, 
Buttonhole, Rice, Queen, Cable Chain, Backstitch, Seed and Satin Stitch.

Left, Emma Sandford’s  beautiful Bristol sampler, 
also our January Sampler of  the Month

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Special Add-On Kit for this 
ruler and thread cutter,right, 
will be available to students 
in this class.  Kit, $39.95

Special Class with Amy Mitten

While Amy had done an adaptation of the 
“Ann Wade 1772” sampler for her online 
tutorials, I have loved it since I saw it featured in 
Joanne Martin Lukacher’s book,  Imitation and 
Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition. 
I really wanted to do the whole sampler and 
asked Amy if she would reproduce the entire 
piece for our workshop, and she agreed.

 I hope you will join us  on Monday, 
January  20, 9:00 - 12:00 & 1:00 - 4:00 for 
this  special class,  Amy’s  reproduction of Ann’s 
1772  sampler,  or in Amy’s  lexicon, “Forgery 
#20” (such a unique way of describing our 
attempt to reproduce historic samplers).  The 
kit will include the linen (when registering 
please specify 40c or 32c),  hand-dyed Fibers  to 
Dye for Silk Threads, with detailed stitch 
diagrams for all the stitches used.  

 In addition to  the kit and Amy’s  
instructions, both written and in-person, your 
$275 class  fee also includes  your food for the 
day (breakfast, coffee breaks & lunch).

Stitches  included in this  sampler include Cross, Double 
Running, Tent stitch, Cross over one, Satin, and Eyelet.

Sampler size:  Worked on 40c, finished size is 9" x 13 1/4";
worked on 32c, finished size is 11 1/2" x 16 1/2".

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Shepherd’s Fold from Shepherd’s Bush

This Fold, a delightful little sewing box filled 
with sweet and lovely necessities  for the true 
stitcher.  Beginning in late January or early 
February,  you will receive a new little 
treasure to stitch about every other month ~ 
you will automatically receive these kits and 
be charged for each one as it is  ready.  Your 
first kit will be larger than all of the rest and 
will run $50.00 for the complete kit. 
It is anticipated that the remaining  kits  will 
be between $15.00 and $25.00 each.  
 Lone Elm Lane  is making an optional 8" 
round wooden sewing  box ($160)   in a 
fabulous deep Shepherd's  Plum color to 
keep your finished pieces safely tucked 
inside to be ready when we need them.  The 
box is optional and can be ordered in the 
beginning or anytime along the way.   

The first kit will be a darling  sampler to cover the top of your box ~ or you may choose to frame it instead.  Each subsequent kit will be a new item to 
stitch and keep in your sewing box. (Perhaps  a pin cushion or a scissor fob…)   All the different pieces will go together and make a charming sewing set.  
There may even be special extra items which can be purchased along the way.  Coming from Tina & Terri/Shepherd’s Bush, we know it will be adorable!

You’re not seeing triple!  
There really are three different 
sizes  in the sexy red scissors 
from Bohin.  The newest, the 
preemies on the right, were 
here and gone!  But more are 
on the way from France.  
Don’t be disappointed ~ 
reserve yours now.
From the left:  
* 6 1/2” Dressmaker $27 
* 4” Embroidery $25
*  2 1/4” Preemies $24

Red Scissors from Bohin
From Liberty Hill ... 

... the 2014 Limited Edition Christmas Carrier arrived the week 
before Christmas  ~ here’s  Caroline’s  on display in her home.  Some 
say it’s the cutest piece they’ve done yet.  We have 2 left!  $46

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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The Attic’s 2014 StitchAlong

Initially titled the "Unidentified Essamplaire," this  elegant sampler necessarily has  to be renamed ~ because with the aid of an infrared light, the 
words “por Luciano” have been detected,  and so now inquiring  minds  want to know:  Who was Luciano?  Everyone loves a mystery!  The Attic's  2014 
Stitch-Along, a reproduction from NeedleWorkPress, blends  true elegance and sophistication with its  charming  and naive unfinished state. Close 
examination of the sampler reveals not only the obviously delightful motifs--the parrot,  wreath and butterfly, to name a few--but also more subtle 
details,  including the four-sided alphabet, tiny spotted deer, and a beautiful paisley border. This early practice sampler is  stitched entirely in silk. The 
antique is  as  nearly as vibrant on the front as  on the back,  as  you can see from the photograph of the back. Its  horizontal presentation is  a welcome 
departure from the shape of most samplers,  offering  exciting framing  and display possibilities. Stitched on slightly uneven weave linen (43 x 46),  the 
original sampler measures 22" w x 9 1/2" h, lending itself  nicely to 50c, 45c, 40c or 36c linens. See below for linen and thread choices.

Chart - $18 (expected within a week)
Silks - Gloriana Tudors $73.50 
	    Gloriana 12-ply silk, $112 
Gentle Art - $46.20
Lakeside Linen, your choice of either V. 
Lt. Examplar or V. Pecan Butter (both 
are very close to the original)
(460w x 200h)
* 50c unevenweave $25
* 45c $25
* 40c $32
* 36c $30

Essamplaire for Luciano

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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New in Our Attic 

Clockwise from above:  2 from Little House Needleworks, first in the new 
Calendar Girl Series, “January”  $6 and last in the Little Sheep  Virtue 
Series, “Joyfulness” $6, and what an appropriate message! ~ 
Shakespeare’s Peddler’s  “Primitive Christmas”  $8 ~ Mirabilia’s 
“Biancabella” $14 ~ Silver  Creek Sampler’s  “Mary’s Lullaby” $10 (I 
love this one!) ~ and 2 punchneedle designs from With  Thy Needle & 
Thread, each $10, each packaged with fabric

2 from Imaginating, each $6, “Christmas” and “Green Christmas”

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Our Annual Kris Kringle Party . . .

. . . is  always  a very special convivial time together,  and this  year was  no exception.  The ornaments brought for the 
exchange, as you can see, were wonderful ~ and the food wasn’t bad either.  Such a wonderful time of  the year to gather!

Front and back!

Over 2 on 50c!

Part of  the group ...

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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More from Sampler Sunday’s Show & Share

Clockwise from the left:  
C h e s s i e & M e ’ s 
“ S c a r l e t t ’ s 
C h r i s t m a s 
Sampler” ~ and 3 
gifts  from her dear 
friend Judy: Just 
Nan’s “Gingerbread 
Mouse” ~ Sue Hillis 
Designs’ ornament 
from the 2009 JCS 
Ornament issue ~ 
Shephe rd ’s Bush ’s 
“ A l p h a b e t 
Snowman”

From Angelica’s Needle

From Jan’s Needle

From Merrilee’s Needle

Prairie Schooler’s 
“12 Days of 
C h r i s t m a s ” 
a n d M y B i g 
Toe’s  “Apostle 
Creed”

From Janet’s Needle

3 pillow designs  from Shepherd’s Bush 
& My Big Toe’s “Apostle’s Creed” From Michelle’s Needle

Righ t , Be-S t i t ch ed ’s  compl imentary 
“Lovebug” ~ Little House Needleworks’ 
complimentary  “Happy Hearts” ~ Plum 
Street’s complimentary “Mary Sampler I”

“Rudolph” from Keslyn’s on 40c silk gauze

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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More from Sampler Sunday’s Show & Share

2 from A Mon Ami Pierre: “Stitcher 
Alphabet” (Alphabet de La Brodeuse) 
and “Le Temps  Qui Passe” that 
Dolly stitched over one on 40c linen

From Brenda’s Needle

From Dolly’s Needle

“Lulu’s Flock” from Chessie & Me

Left, “Birds  & Basket Sampler”  from 
the Fall 2011 issue of Sampler & 
Antique Needlework Quarterly

Below  right, “Forget Me Not” from 
With Thy Needle & Thread

From Sheri’s Needle

The Scarlet Letter’s “Elizabeth Sheffield”

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Sampler Sunday’s Show & Share

From Tamami’s Needle

With  Thy  Needle & Thread’s  “Merry Christmas to Ewe” in a Valley 
House Primitives’ hand-grained frame, with a close-up of  the frame!

A future reproduction 

called “The Blessing”

Dolly has  been busy!  Left, My Big  Toe’s  “Lord’s Prayer” and,  above, “1837 Crown Sampler” from Plum 
Street Samplers that Dolly stitched on the 50c with Gloriana’s Tudor silks (I wish mine looked like this!)

From Dolly’s Needle

From Linda D’s (Samplers Remembered) Needle

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Sampler Sunday’s Show & Share

From above:  Little House Needleworks’ 
“Ding Dong”  ~ “Season of Love”  ~ 
“Sleigh Bells  Ring” ~ Scissor Tail’s 
“Christmas Trio” & Little  House 
Needleworks’ “Country Christmas”

From Brenda’s Needle

From Deb’s Needle

Designs from The 
D r a w n T h r e a d ’ s 
“Christmas  Jumble” 
cleverly made into 
an ornament

From the left:  Just Nan’s “Peace Whimzi” ~ My Big  Toe’s  “Apostle’s  Creed”  ~ 
Just Nan’s  “Gingerbread Jingle Mouse”  unassembled ~ Blackbird Designs’ 
Limited Edition “Never Far Apart” ~ iStitch Designs’ “Advent Sampler”

From Carolyn’s Needle

From above:  The Samplar  Workes’ “Waterfield Band Sampler”  ~ Erica 
Michaels’ “Amazing  Grace” on 40c silk gauze ~ Ink Circles’ “Metamorphis” 
arranged vertically rather than as presented in the chart, horizontally

From Pat’s Needle

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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More from Sampler Sunday’s Show & Share

From the left above:  2 of  Stacy Nash’s designs, “Christmas ...” and “Spring at Hollyberry Farm” and “How Can I Keep from Singing” by Heartstring Samplery

From ‘s Needle
From ‘s Needle

From ‘s Needle

From Evelyn’s Needle

From Gloria’s Needle

From Carol’s Needle

Che r i s h e d S t i t c h e s ’ 
September flower in 
her Fairest Flower Series

From Bernice’s Needle

From Molly’s Needle

Imaginating’s “Three Kings” stitched over one on 40c!

“Musical Chairs” from Liz Turner Diehl on canvas
With Thy Needle & Thread’s “Pink Sparrow Sampler”

http://www.atticneedlework.com
http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Needleworkers Share

Left, Abby  Rose Designs’ “Noble, 
Right & Pure”  ~ above, from The 
Scarlett House/The Attic’s Summer 
Soiree 2013 ~ Below, Heartstring 
Samplery’s “Baby It’s Cold Outside”

From Joanna’s Needle

ByGone Stitches’ “One Nation” was  a Christmas gift  to Joanna’s  husband ~ it is 
just spectacular in person!  Another one that I started and so want to finish!

From Marlie’s Needle

From Angie’s Needle

Left & Above, all 3 of Angie’s sweet 
finishes are from the very popular and 
talented Barb & Alma/Blackbird Designs ~ 
I’m sorry to  say that each is   from a 
publication that, to my knowledge, is out 
of print, but I thought you’d enjoy seeing 
them anyway for inspiration, in case you 
have these waiting in your to-do basket!

JBW Designs’ “Rabbit Alphabet”  is  sweetly embellished by buttons  throughout ~ I’ve wanted to  do this  one,  too,  and we ordered sets of smaller buttons  for anyone wanting to stitch it smaller, i.e., on 40c!

From Rhonda’s Needle

http://www.atticneedlework.com
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Epilogue

Andrea’s  “Harriette Elizabeth Coe,” a reproduction from With  Thy  Needle & 
Thread ~ we’ll show you it again when it gets its frame.

Margie’s  “Hannah Tingey” by The 
Scarlett House in its  stunning frame 
from Valley House Primitives

... in checks  were sent to the Breast Cancer Research 
Foundation.  Thank you all very much for your 
support once again of  our efforts this year.  

$15,000...

New Models in the Shop

Beth’s charming finish of  this Limited-Edition kit, $25

Fresh from Sandy’s Framing Studio 
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